Damion Burrows
Home & Property Expert Specialising in Architecture both Inside &
Out
BIOGRAPHY
Damion started out studying Interior Design before continuing on to complete his formal Architectural
training. This gave him a great understanding of the importance of both the inside and outside of
buildings and homes.
Having previously headed up one of London major architecture practices, Damion recently embarked on a
new exciting business venture, setting up his own practice ‘Damion Marcus Burrows Architects’.
DMBA is full of award-winning Architects, with a continuous commitment to the very best in architectural
design and delivery. DMBA is an emerging, dynamic practice, born out of decades of solid experience.
They aim to grow in a fair, sustainable, and equitable way for all.
DMBA works across many sectors including affordable housing, private high-end residential, commercial
offices and complex refurbishments and extensions to listed buildings.
As a BAME owned and managed practice, Damion and his team are committed to actively increasing
diversity within the profession through support, mentoring and positive placements within their structure.
Damion’s strengths lie in his ability to listen to the client, work with the constraints of the site and make a
contribution to the wider area and community. His solution to problem design is to create plans that are
elegant in form and detail, informed by the client’s ambitions for their project and respond the
surrounding.
As well as being a highly acclaimed Architect, Damion is widely respected on the screen too. He is best
known for his insightful and engaging presenting in the Channel 4 property show ‘Grand Designs: House
of the Year’, where he has been a guest presenter on the show for the last 4 years.
Damion has recently filmed a property series for BBC2, which will air later on this year.

TELEVISION
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2019

Expert (Presenter)

Boundless for Channel 4

Grand Designs: House of The Year

2018

Expert (Presenter)

Boundless for Channel 4

Grand Designs: House of The Year

2017

Expert (Presenter)

Boundless for Channel 4

Grand Designs: House of The Year

2016

Expert (Presenter)

Boundless for Channel4

Grand Designs: House of The Year

2016

Expert (Presenter)

Plum Pictures

How to be Mortgage Free: Design Your Way Our of Debt
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